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“The Fast I Choose” 
 
If any of you are keeping count of the times we read from the Bible –  

And believe me, some of you are –  

Then you will know that the book we read from most  

when I choose is Isaiah, 

Not least because if there was an American Idol version  

of the Hebrew Prophets he would win hands down  

for the way he comforted the afflicted and afflicted the comfortable 

With his rattle your tent posts and quake in your desert sandals 

Brand of preaching. 

Good thing his title of ‘Prophet’ (imagine the business card) 

Didn’t require him to run for office every two or four years, 

Or get past the now toothless Senate filibuster to land the job, 

Because if he had we never would have had someone willing 

To tell us like it is without even a slice of Thanksgiving pumpkin pie 

To help the medicine go down. 

 

History tells us that Isaiah erupted in those words  

Our worship folks read for us  

After watching the people try to prove their ‘spirituality cred’  

by fasting from food, 

A practice that at the time had become somewhat of a showy, 

‘look at me’ competition among folks  

trying to prove to each other who was more pious. 

“How long you been fasting?  Only 3 days?  Lightweight.  I’m going  

On 5 now!  God loves me more!” 
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And even though this was more than 3000 years ago and we often think 

That that ‘those’ people are nothing like us, 

I wonder if I’m only one who thinks this game of pride doesn’t sound  

all that different than something we might see the Kardashians trying to do,  

or, if we’re really honest, something we catch ourselves trying to do  

when our ego gets a little weak in the knees 

and we think we need to show off (our smarts, our intellect,  

our shopping brand choices) in order to feel more worthwhile on the inside. 

Maybe this is why the Hebrew Bible also says:  

“There is nothing new under the sun.” (Ecclesiastes) 

 

So in this passage we hear Isaiah become really annoyed;  

he’s watching all these reality shows of the people fasting  

and acting as though they are ‘Holy Hipsters’ in the ancient Hebrew 

equivalent  

Of skinny jeans and chunky glasses and designer tattoos  

that sleeve up the arm 

(One day I will considered cool for not having one). 

And one day, after walking around among these folks 

In the ancient Hebrew version of Davis Square  

Or Coolidge Corner,  

he just gets fed up and pushes his way up to the rock/pulpit 

On the corner and proclaims: 

Now hold on a second, people!   

Listen to me all you fancy desert dwellers! 

Is this is not the fast we should choose –  
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To loose the bonds of injustice, to let the oppressed go free; 

Is this not a better fast – to share your bread with the hungry, 

And bring the homeless into your house, 

And when you seek them naked, to cover them, 

And not hide yourself from your own family, 

Even Aunt Edna or Uncle Mark, who are sure to provoke 

You into a political discussion at the table this coming Thursday? 

Is this not the real fast required of us? asks Isaiah. 

Is this not what real holiness is? 

 

Hearing him makes me wonder: Where are the Isaiah’s now?   

Where?  We need more Isaiah’s.   

 

So fasting is on my mind; Isaiah is on my mind 

And even though I should be at home writing this sermon for us,  

because it is Friday, 

I find myself instead in the parking lot of Shaw’s in Medway 

And in my left hand is a large Starbucks coffee cup full of procrastination 

(what would Isaiah say about this?)   

And in my right hand is my grandmother’s handwritten recipe card 

For her Sweet-potato Apple Casserole, the word ‘casserole’ there 

Because my people come from the mid-west where anything with more 

Than one ingredient is by definition a ‘casserole.’ 

Am I right my fellow Midwesterners?  

 

Earlier that morning a lawyer from St. Louis had sent me 

By email signed copies of the will my parents had recently completed, 
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Naming me as executer.   

I had expected it intellectually, logistically, because my mom had called 

Me to tell me they were on the way, 

But what I hadn’t expected was the emotion. 

There is something about seeing and reading papers that talk about your  

parents no longer being here in this life with you 

that cuts down through the layers we stack up around us,  

right down into the center of your soul, isn’t there? 

 

Mostly this is because of the loss, 

but it’s also because it means 

You and your generation move up next in ‘The Line,’ 

Which is scary and depressing and clarifying  

and startling all at the same time, 

Maybe because most of the time we act as though  

we think we will live forever. 

So many days slip by without our full presence,  

as if we thought our time on earth were eternal,  

as if we thought we could afford to be so cavalier.   

‘Thank you for this day’ might be prayer enough, I’m thinking. 

That simple prayer just might be enough this Thursday. 

 

And partly because of all these kinds of feelings, 

And partly because one of the fasts I am trying to choose this fall 

Is to not let the yawn of geographic distance between my family and me 

determine our emotional distance as well, 

I am now walking into the store with my grandmother’s recipe in hand 
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So I can get the ingredients in time for Thanksgiving, 

Because nothing bridges distance and time better than the taste of home. 

True?  True.   

 

Walking toward the entry way on the outside speakers I hear: 

 Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells, Jingle All the Way… 

Really? Already? 

This headlong from one season to the next, 

This fast we choose, as in speed, as in an accelerated life, 

As in celebrating the next holiday even before we celebrated 

the one right in front of us, 

Is, I’m thinking, part of the reason we have a hard time  

just being in the NOW. 

And as if to prove my point,  

I see on a pallet bags of rock-salt for the snow that has yet to fall, 

Above which hang wreaths with red ornaments for the Christmas that is still  

Weeks away.   

Just watch, my cynical self says, on Dec.26th out will come  

the Valentine Hearts 

And by January there will be bags of mulch out front for spring. 

 

You know, I long to tell the manager as he strolls by,  

channeling my inner-Isaiah, 

You don’t just have a calendar problem.  You have a spiritual problem. 

Shopping with me on sermon-writing day can be a real drag. 

 

On my left is the news stand, and because it is Friday, Nov.22nd,  
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exactly 50 years to the day that JFK was killed in Dallas, 

I see that that the front page of the Globe is transformed  

from color into a black and white 

Reprint of the Globe’s front page fifty years ago.   

Is this what it was like in the black and white days, says our daughter? 

Yes, and the dark on that day was very dark, followed only years later 

with Medgar Evers, and the brother Bobby and MLK and Malcolm X  

and Vietnam. 

 

How did free love come out of this decade?  

I wonder sometimes because I was still only a glimmer  

in my parent’s eyes then. 

Or maybe all the violence explains exactly how. 

  

In the right upper-hand corner it says that the weather in Boston that day in 

1962 was expected to be near 70. 

And in the left corner is the quote that I would hear time and time again in 

my youth, 

Even though he died almost 9 years to the day before I was born. 

“Ask not what your country can do you for you…ask what you can do for 

your country.”  

Which sparks in me another fast I long to choose in this age of the i-phone, 

i-pad, i-church, i-spirit, i-culture, i-almost everything…. 

which is the fast from the self-reference,  

and the fast from measuring yourself by how 

many people follow you on Twitter and Facebook, 
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the fast from thinking that ME is the most important word in the English 

dictionary. 

 

A message to all the new members planning to join in December,  

and all the long-time members who I hope renew your promises  

to this old but so alive religious home on the hill every time we  

welcome new members to our church,  

that practice that to my Catholic-bred ears 

Is our one and only sacrament as UU’s, 

And the message is this: 

“ask not what your congregation can do for you…ask what  

You can do for your congregation,” 

Because ours is horizontal faith and not a vertical faith, 

And what we do for each other is how practice our religion; 

It’s how we become the people we say we want to be. 

 

The recipe says we need 6 cups of apples, so off to the produce section first, 

And in go the apples (show them) 

And next there is sugar, both brown and white, so off to the baking isle 

And in goes the sugar. 

And next, because I’m reading this in recipe sequence and not by isle, 

Gramma says we need one large can of sweet potatoes. 

Canned, gramma?  Come on!   

But then I remember that it wasn’t until after she died 

That we learned the bad initials BPA that lined all those cans 

That she had us eating from all those years. 
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So back to the produce isle I go, because when I can afford it  

Why not the fast I choose be Fresh,  

And I pick up two of the biggest sweet potatoes I can find (2 for $1!) 

(show them) 

The woman sorting next me says: what’s the difference between a yam 

And a sweet potato? 

And I tell her: Sorry ma’am, the fast I choose doesn’t help me answer such  

Complicated questions. 

 

Next, nutmeg. (Show it).   

On the bottle I read that the spice comes from Grenada, 

That Caribbean island I lived on for two years in my Peace Corps days 

(thank you JFK) that was fought over by the English and the French  

for this spice now in my hands, 

Africans brought there across oceans by the slave owners so that people 

In America and Western Europe could put this spice,  

and Rum and Sugar into their mouths,  

the sweetness masking for them somehow, someway  

the bitterness of human tears it took to make the sweet possible. 

 

Which, of course, will remind us of another anniversary we marked 

This week in a week that has been full of them -  

The 150th year since Lincoln stood up after Edward Everett  

Had spoken for two hours (no microphone) and in ten sentences  

Was able to summarize his view of the Civil War and slavery: 

“Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent 

A new nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition  
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That all men are created equal.” 

And, we might add 150 years later, President Lincoln –  

women, too, and gays, lesbians, Bi- and transgendered people, 

and all the people everywhere who do not look alike or love alike. 

 

The fast I choose is the fast of remembering these women and men 

Who came before us who have helped us arrive here where we are, 

Safe, warm, with much work still to do, but having come so far. 

 

One final item on this list, gramma says. 

Can you guess?  Remembering this is the Midwest,  

And no, it’s not marsh-mellows, that that would be a good guess. 

What apples and sugar and sweet potato and nutmeg need is a little crunch, 

right? 

So why not…(Show them) Corn Flakes! Show it. 

Says my Gramma to all you doubters out there, because I can see your faces 

all 

Screwed up into that ‘eewww’ face: don’t knock it until you tried it. 

Another fast I challenge us to choose –  

the fast of not knocking things we not very much about, 

Be it tastes, people, politics, ideas, religion. 

Because if we say we are people who love to grow our spirits,’ 

And if we mean what we say, then we’re going to have be willing 

To try new things. 

 

All done now.  All that’s left is the check-out.   

Good grief, the lines. 
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Don’t these folks know that the cup of expensive procrastination  

is all done now, 

And that I have a sermon to write? 

And what is this woman doing in front of me now? 

Why is she rooting in her purse?   

Can’t she find her credit card? 

Not that hard.  Put your stuff on the counter.  

 Put the divider down that keeps ‘yours’ and ‘mine’ 

 neatly separated and unconfused, 

Because heaven forbid her chicken drumsticks should cross into  

My sweet potato and apple casserole… 

Really, seriously, what is she doing? 

 

“I’m sorry, she tells the clerk, “here it is; there should be enough.” 

He nods as the woman my age, post-Kennedy, hands him the card –  

The letters SNAP clearly visible, that letters that mean Supplemental 

Nutrition Assistance Program, 

The program that feeds 47 million Americans  

(all equal, says Lincoln) 

And that on Nov.1st was cut back to its pre-recession levels, 

Leaving some impossible choices for folks, because if you’re in line 

For food, and you’re not buying extras, I mean…what do you put back? 

What do you choose?  What would you do? 

 

Well.  Who’s the impatient jerk now?  Your minister. 

But I know you can’t be too disappointed in me,  

because it’s nothing  that any of one of us hasn’t felt –  
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impatient, a little blind to the people around us, the lines 

between yours and mine as clear as that little plastic divider can allow, 

the lines between ME and YOU as bright as our suburban lives can allow, 

which has the simultaneous effect of both  

giving us the privacy we say we want, 

and also impoverishing us from the sense of human community we say we 

need. 

 

And so here is the final fast – the fast from eyes cast down, the fast from 

Not noticing people, the fast from impatience, the fast from quick judgments 

…and you know what? 

That fast also from not forgiving yourself when you are less than you 

promised. 

 

Outside the store the sky is gray and low, a November kind of day, 

And the woman from the line is pushing her cart across the wet pavement, 

Heading off into her life, and me into my mine. 

In the cart the bags of food which are the bags of memories for my 

grandmother 

have rocketed across time and miles to the family I didn’t get to choose, 

but who love me and I them, anyway, without condition, 

which is enough, actually, it is enough. 

 

The fast I choose is that I will attend to these days of my life, 

In these isles of life that are always, always so pregnant with opportunity  

To learn and grow and remember and feel and discover and disappoint and 

forgive and give thanks. 
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What about you?  What is your fast?  What is the fast you choose? 

 

Amen. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


